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 .Let R, m, K be a regular local ring of dimension n and let M be a finite
length module over R. This paper gives an affirmative answer to Horrocks'
questions when m2M s 0, that is, in this case the rank of the ith syzygy of M is at
nn y 1 .  .least and the ith Betti number of M is at least . Q 1997 Academic Pressii y 1
INTRODUCTION
 .Let R, m, K be a regular local ring of dimension n and let M be a
 .finite length module over R. A well-known question asks: Must b M , thei
n .ith Betty number of M, be at least , where i is an integer between 0 andi
 . n these numbers are achieved when M s K s Rrm ? The Betti numbers
of M may be defined as the ranks of the free modules in a minimal free
 .resolution Fs 0 ª F ª ??? ª F ª 0 for M; here, H F s 0 for i G 1,? n 0 i ?
 .H F ( M, and the minimality means that Im F : mF for 0 F i F n0 ? iq1 i
y 1. From this it follows easily that the ith Betty number is simply
R . . w xdim Tor M, K . In fact, in BE1 Buchsbaum and Eisenbud conjec-K i
tured even more strongly than with M, R, and F as above, for 1 F i F n?
the rank of the ith map F ª F in a minimal free resolution F of Mi iy1 ?
n y 1 .  .which is the same as the rank of the ith syzygy of M is at least . Ani y 1
affirmative answer to this question will give an affirmative answer to the
question above since the rank of F is the sum of the ranks of the mapsi
F ª F and F ª F . Although Buchsbaum and Eisenbud made theiq1 i i iy1
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w xconjectures prior to Hartshorne's problem list Ha in which Horrocks
submitted the two questions, these questions are usually referred to as
Horrocks' questions or Horrocks' conjectures. For more background and
w xrelated problems, see ChE . There has been considerable study of these
wquestions. See, for example, A, BE1, BE2, Ca1, Ca2, Ch, ChEM, D, EG2,
xHeK, Ho, HuU, Sa .
By the exponent of M we mean the smallest non-negative integer t such
that mtM s 0. In this paper we will confirm Horrocks' questions for the
exponent two case.
THEOREM 0.1. Let M be a module of exponent two o¨er a regular local
n y 1 .ring. Then the rank of the ith syzygy of M is at least . In particular, thei y 1
n .ith Betti number of M is at least .i
We give a brief description of Koszul complexes: the reader is referred
w xto Se for further details. Because the Koszul complex on the x gives ai
free resolution of K it can be used to calculate the Betti numbers of M. If
x s x , . . . , x is any sequence of elements of a ring R the Koszul complex1 n
 .K x; R may be defined as the tensor product, over R, of the n length one?
 .Koszul complexes K x ; R , each of which has the form 0 ª R ª R ª 0,? i
 .  .where the map from K x ; R s R to K x ; R s R is given by multipli-1 i 0 i
 .cation by x . Alternatively, one may identify K x; R with a free module Gi 1
 .on n generators u , where the differential d maps u to x in K x; R s R,i i i 0
and then the entire complex may be identified with the exterior algebra
HG, where the map d is extended to HG in the unique way that makes it
 i ja deri¨ ation of degree y1 so that if ¨ g H G and w g H G are
homogeneous elements of HG of respective degrees i and j, then
 .  .  . i  ..d uH¨ s du H¨ q y1 uH d¨ .
 :  :To simplify notation, if t denotes a sequence of integers t , . . . , t of1 i
 4length i in 1, . . . , n then we write u for u H ??? Hu and if 1 F j F i t: t t1 i
 :we write t y j for this sequence with its jth term omitted, a sequence of
length i y 1. With these conventions we have the explicit formula
i
jy1d u s y1 x u . .  .i  t: t  t:y jj
js1
 .  .  .We may then define K x; M as K x; R m M, and write H x; M to? ? R i
  ..  .denote H K x; M . Since K x; R is a free resolution of K over R, wei ? ?
 . R .  .  .have H x; M ( Tor M, K , and so b M s dim H x; M .i i i K i
Unless otherwise specified, tensor products, Hom, and direct sums are
taken over K for the rest of this introduction.
Let x , . . . , x be minimal generators of the maximal ideal m. Let V be1 n
the K-vector space spanned by a set of pre-image of a basis of MrmM V
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.is essentially MrmM and W s mM. Each x induces a map f from V tol l
w xW and kills W. We can make V [ W into a module over K X , . . . , X by1 n
letting X act by taking V to W by the map f and by killing W. It is easyl l
to see that V [ W is actually gr M. We can now compare the original
 .Koszul complex and the Koszul complex of gr M over gr R with respect
to the X 's. Let d and dX denote the differential maps for the Koszuli i
complexes for M and for gr M, respectively. The k-modules W s mM and
MrmM can be seen both as R-modules and as gr R-modules. Since both
X n .the images of d and of d are contained in the direct sum ofiq1 iq1 i
copies of mM and these are in turn contained in the kernels of d and dX ,i i
it is easy to see that the two Koszul complexes have homology of the same
length. Hence the Betti numbers of M over R are the same to the Betti
w xnumbers of gr M over gr R. Thus, we may assume that R s K x , . . . , x1 n
is the polynomial ring of n variables and M s V m W with its moduleK
 .structure complete determined by f , . . . , f g Hom V, W .1 l K
Let U denote the n-dimensional K-vector space spanned by the genera-
tors u . Then G ( U m R and we may identify HG ( HU m R. Hencei
 .  .K x; M is isomorphic, as a K-vector space, with HU m R m M ( HU? R
 .m M. Thus the complex K x; M may be identified with the vector spacei
i i  .  i .  i .H U m M s H U m V [ W s H U m V [ H U m W . The differen-
tial d kills Hi U m W and has image contained in Hiy1 U m W. Let fi i
denote the restriction of d to Hi U m V, with the target restricted toi
Hiy1 U m W. Then the map f may be described directly in terms ofi
 .f , . . . , f g Hom V, W by the formula1 n K
i
jy1
f u m ¨ s y1 u m f ¨ . .  . . i  t:  t:y j t j
js1
In this situation it is clear that we may identify the image of d withiq1
 .  i .Im f and the kernel of d with Ker f [ H U m W , from which weiq1 i i
 .  .  i .see that we may identity H x; M with Ker f [ H U m WrIm f .i i iq1
 .Let dim V s r and dim W s s. Thus, the ith Betti number, b M s b , isi i
  i . .   i . .simply dim H U m V y rank f q dim H U = W y rank f sK i K iq1
n . .  .  .r q s y rank f q rank f . For 1 F i F n, let r M s r denotei iq1 i ii
the rank of the ith map in a minimal free resolution of M. Then
n  . jy ir s  y1 b . Applying the result above, we find that r si js i j i
jy i n n y 1  .  .. .  . . y1 r q s y rank f s r q s y rank f .jjG i i ii y 1
Hence, for fixed choices of n, r, s we minimize both the Betti number of
M and the ranks of the maps in its minimal free resolution by choosing the
maps f in ``general position,'' i.e., the minimum values of the b and ofl i
the r will be achieved on a suitably small open subset of the affine spacei
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of dimension nrs that parameterizes the choices of the f . We may use asl
the parameters the entries of n matrices of size r = s that give the f .l
Since we may enlarge K Without affecting the Betti numbers, the mini-
mum Betti numbers are realized for example, by choosing matrices for all
the f whose entries are nrs algebraically independent indeterminates overl
the prime field of K. Thus, we are led to investigate the ranks of the linear
maps f when the f are in sufficiently general position.i l
n n y 1 .  .  .  .The conjectures that b M G and r M G are thereforei ii i y 1
equivalent to the conjectures that for all choices of the f or when the fl l
n.  . .are in general position , rank f q rank f F r q s y 1 and rank fi iq1 ii
n y 1 . .  .F r q s y 1 , respectively. If we write a n, i; r, s , 1 F i F n, for thei y 1
highest possible rank of f we have the following results.i
PROPOSITION 0.2. Let M be a module of exponent two o¨er a regular local
n n y 1 n y 1 .  .  . 4  .ring. If n F r q s y 1 then a n, i; r, s F min r, s F r q si i y 1 i y 1
n n.  .  .  . 4y1 , and in particular a r q s y 1, i; r, s s min r, s . If n ) r q si i y 1
 .  .  .y 1 then a n, i; r, s s a n y 1, i; r, s q a n y 1, i y 1; r, s .
Hence Proposition 0.2 implies Theorem 0.1. It also enables us to find a
 .formula for a n, i; r, s easily. Proposition 0.2 says that when r and s are
 .fixed, a n, i; r, s is a completely increasing triangle which is stable after
 .row r q s y 1 see Definition 2.1 . For example, we can write the triangle
n n  .  .4for min 2 , 3 up to row 5i i y 1
2
2 3
2 6 3
2 8 12 3
2 10 20 15 3,
 . and this triangle coincides with the triangle for a n, i; 2, 3 at row 4 and
.  .row 5 . We can easily fill in the rest of this triangle for a n, i; 2, 3 since
Proposition 0.2 tells us this triangle is stable after row 4. It is suspected
 .that this is the triangle for a n, i; 2, 3 , but this issue is not pursued in this
.paper since it is inconsequential. We can also use Lemma 2.2 to conclude
n y 1 n y 2 n y 3 n y 4 .  .  .  .  .that a n, i; 2, 3 F 2 q q q 3 and equality holdsi y 1 i y 2 i y 2 i y 3
at least for n G 4. Thus when dim MrmM s 2 and dim mM s 3, the rank
n y 1 n y 4 n y 4 n y 4 .  .  .  .of the ith syzygy of M is at least q 2 q 4 q andi y 1 i y 1 i y 2 i y 4
n n y 3 n y 3 n y 3 .  .  .  .the ith Betti number of M is at least q 2 q 4 q .i i i y 1 i y 3
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The material in Section 1 is straightforward, but we devote a lot of space
to set the notation. We will prove the first part of Proposition 0.2 there as
well. In Section 2 we prove the second part of Proposition 0.2 but we leave
the most tricky step to Section 3.
1
 4For each i, let T be the set of the i-element subsets t of 1, . . . , n . Leti
 :t be the increasing sequence of elements of t. Order T according to thei
 : lexicographical order of t . Define u to be u see the Introduction fort  t:
.  4  .definition . We will always use the ordered basis u for K x; R .t t g T ii
n .Denote by A x , . . . , x the associated matrix of the differential mapi 1 n
 .  .from K x; R to K x; R with respect to these bases. Our matrices acti iy1
on the right, so that the co-kernel of the map represented by a matrix is
obtained by killing the row space. For instance, we have
yx x2 1
3A x , x , x s . . yx x2 1 2 3 3 1 0yx x3 2
In this fashion, it is easy to check that
yAny1 x , . . . , x x I .iy1 2 n 1nA x , . . . , x s , 1.1 .  .i 1 n ny1 /0 A x , . . . , x .i 2 n
n y 1 n y 1 .  .where I is the = identity matrix.i y 1 i y 1
Suppose given two linear maps B : S ª T and C : SX ª T X, where B and
 4  4  X4  X4C are matrices relative to the ordered bases ¨ , w and ¨ , w ,i m i n i p i q
respectively. There is an induced map B m C : S m SX ª T m T X. Relative
 X X X 4  Xto the ordered bases ¨ m ¨ , ¨ m ¨ , . . . , ¨ m ¨ , . . . and w m w , w1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 2
X X 4m w , . . . , w m w , . . . the matrix B m C can be thought of as the block1 1 2
matrix obtained by replacing each entry c of C by the matrix cB. On the
 X X X 4other hand, relative to the ordered bases ¨ m ¨ , ¨ m ¨ , . . . , ¨ m ¨ , . . .1 1 1 2 2 1
 X X X 4and w m w , w m w , . . . , w m w , . . . one gets instead the block matrix1 1 1 2 2 1
obtained by replacing each element b of B by bC.
Fix a basis for V and W, respectively. Let the matrix of f with respect tol
 .these bases be D s d . Note that the elements d are in K. Here,l l jk r=s l jk
we describe the matrices of the Koszul complex in question slightly
differently. Write the matrix
An x , . . . , x s x B n , i , 1 q ??? qx B n , i , n . .  .  .i 1 n 1 n
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 . where the B n, i, j are suitable matrices with entries in K they are in
.fact 0, 1, or y1 . Then the matrix of f which one obtains by tensoring thei
 .Koszul complex with M s V [ W is D m B n, i, 1 q ??? q D m1 n
 .B n, i, n . Hence, with one ordering of the bases the matrix of f can bei
n .easily checked to be A D, . . . , D , the block matrix obtained by replac-i 1 n
ing x by D and the 0's by a suitable size zero matrix. With the otherl l
ordering of the bases, the matrix of f can be checked to bei
An D ??? An D .  .i 11 i 1 s
. . .. . . , 1.2 .. . .
n n 0A D ??? A D .  .i r1 i r s
 .where D s d , . . . , d for j s 1, . . . , r and k s 1, . . . , s.jk 1 jk n jk
DEFINITION 1.1. If we stack the matrices D, . . . D together, they form1 n
 .Uan n = r = s cubical array D. We can write D, D s D and D# sl j l jk lk k
 .D for the slices of D from each respective direction. However, we willl jk l j
n .usually describe D by specifying D or D . We will write A D for thel jk i
 .  . n .matrix in 1.2 . We will write a n, i; r, s for the rank of the matrix A Di
n .  .or the rank of A D, . . . , D they are equal by the previous paragraphi 1 n
 .when D is in general position, that is, when the d in 1.2 can bel jk
considered distinct indeterminates. This will be the sharp upper bound for
the ranks of f for all relevant M.i
Conversely, suppose given any n = r = s cubical array D with D as inl
the previous paragraph. Let V s K r and W s K s. We can make V [ W
w xinto a K x , . . . , x -module by letting x act by taking V to W by the1 n l
 .matrix D with respect to the standard basis and by killing W. We calll
 .  . n .this module M D . The matrix of f for M D is still A D .i i
When we choose a new set of minimal generators for m, D is affected
and we say we do an n-operation to D. When we change the bases for V
and W, we say we do an r- and an s-operation, respectively, to D. None of
these operations will change the rank of the corresponding f .i
First, let's consider the case s s 1. Assume D is in general position. In
this situation, the cubical array D is basically just an n = r matrix D# .1
We can do n- and r-operations so that D# has 1 on the diagonal and 01
elsewhere. By substituting in this special set of values, it's easy to compute
 .  .a n, i; r, 1 . We can similarly compute a n, i; 1, s .
DEFINITION 1.2. If j ) n, let en be the zero n-vector. Otherwise, writej
en for the n-vector which has 1 as the jth entry and 0 elsewhere. Thej
dimension n is often omitted when understood. Write d n for the n = r = sr s
cubical array D with D s en .jk jqky1
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With this notation we have the following lemma.
LEMMA 1.3. For any n, i, r, and s, the following are true:
n n n y rn y 1 n y 2 .  .  .  .  .  .a a n, i; r, 1 s rank A d s q q ??? q si r , 1 i y ri y 1 i y 2
n n y r .  .y ;i y 1 i y r y 1
 .b
n n n y s n n y sn y 1 n y 2 .  .  .  .  .  .  .a n, i; 1, s s rank A d s q q ??? q s y .i 1, s i y 1 i ii y 1 i y 1
nn y 1 n y 1 .  .  .  .Proof. First note that a n, i; 1, 1 s s y . By definitionii y 1 i
 .a n, i; 1, s is the rank of
An e , An e , . . . , An e .  .  . .i 1 i 2 i s
0 I yAny1 e 0 ??? yAny1 e 0 .  .ny 1 iy1 1 iy1 sy1.
iy 1s .
ny1 ny1 /0 0 0 A e ??? 0 A e .  .i 1 i sy1
n y 1 ny1 n n y 1 .  .  .  . Hence a n, i; 1, s s q rank A d s q a n yi 1, sy1i y 1 i y 1
.  .1, i; 1, s y 1 and b follows by induction on s.
n y 1 .  .  .Similarly, we have a n, i; r, 1 s q a n y 1, i y 1; r y 1, 1 andi y 1
 .a follows from induction on r.
n .  .  .From Lemma 1.3 we see that a n, i; r, 1 s the full column ranki y 1
n .  .  .if and only if r G i and a n, i; 1, 2 s the full row rank if and only ifi
s G n y i q 1. It turns out these relations between i, r, and s are very
important.
 . LEMMA 1.4. For any n, i, r, and s one has a n, i; r, s s a n, n q 1 y
.i; s, r .
Proof. Let D be an n = r = s cubical array in general position and let
  ..   ..K s K x; M D . Then it is easy to see Hom K , M D and? ? R ?
  X.. XK x; M D are isomorphic where D is the cubical array such thatny?
 X .  . XD s D . Since D is an n = s = r cubical array in general position,jk k j
the lemma follows.
 . rqsy1 rqsy1.LEMMA 1.5. If i F r then a r q s y 1; i, r, s s rank A d si r s
r q s y 1 rqsy1 rqsy1 .  .  .s. If i G r then a r q s y 1, i; r, s s rank A d si r si y 1
r q s y 1 .r. In both cases they ha¨e full ranks.i
Proof. We prove the first half of the lemma by induction on r q s. By
Lemma 1.3 we will assume r, s G 2.
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Let D be an n = r = s cubical array in general position. Notice that
rqsy1 r q s y 1 r q s y 1 r q s y 1 .  .  .  .A D is an r = s matrix. Notice as well r yi i i y 1 i
r q s y 1 .   ..s is a positive multiple of rri y sr s q r y i . If we assumei y 1
rqsy1 .r G i then this is non-negative. This shows that A D has at most asi
rqsy1 rqsy1.many columns as rows. It suffices to show that A d has fulli r s
column rank.
Assume the induction hypothesis for r q s y 1. By exchanging rows and
rqsy1 rqsy1.columns, it is easy to see that A d has the same rank as thei r s
matrix
I ) 01
rqsy2 rqsy20 A d 0 . ,iy1 ry1, s
rqsy2 rqsy2 0) 0 A d .iy1 r , sy1
r q s y 2 r q s y 2 .  .where I is the = identity matrix. By induction, we can1 i y 1 i y 1
do row and column operations so that this matrix becomes
I ) 01
0 I 02
,0 0 0
) 0 I3 0
) 0 0
r q s y 2 r q s y 2 .  .where I and I are the identity matrices of size s and s2 3 i y 2 i y 1
.y 1 , respectively. The third and the last row-blocks might not be there in
rqsy2 rqsy2 . rqsy2 rqsy2 .case A d or A d is a square matrix. It is obviousiy1 ry1, s i ry1, s
that this matrix has full column rank.
We can prove the second half of the lemma similarly, but it also follows
easily from Lemma 1.4 and the first half of the lemma.
 .COROLLARY 1.6. If i F r or n y i q 1 F s then a n, i; r, s F
n n .  . 4min r, s and equality holds for n G r q s y 1.i i y 1
Proof. It suffices to check for n ) r q s y 1 that the equality holds.
When n G r q s y 1 and i F r, we know by Lemma 1.5 that a n, i; r, n y
n.  . .r q 1 s n y r q 1 , which is the full column rank. Since by assump-i y 1
n .  .tion n y r q 1 G s, we must have a n, i; r, s s s. The other casei y 1
follows similarly.
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n y 1 .  .LEMMA 1.7. If i F r or n y i q 1 F s then a n, i; r, s F r q s yi y 1
.1 .
Proof. We will demonstrate the case for i F r. The other case follows
similarly or from Lemma 1.4.
n nn y 1 . .  .  . 4Let c s r q s y 1 y min r, s . We need to check that ci i y 1i y 1
n .is nonnegative. By straightforward computation, we can see that r Gi
n n n .  .  .  .s if and only if rri G sr n y i q 1 . If r G s then c is ai y 1 i i y 1
 .  .  .positive multiple of r y 1 r i y 1 y sr n y i q 1 , which is no less than
n n .  .  .rri y sr n y i q 1 since rri G 1. Hence is non-negative. If r F si i y 1
 .  .  .then c is a positive multiple of s y 1 r n y i y rri. Since sr n y i q 1
 .  .  .G rri G 1, we have s y 1 r n y i y rri G sr n y i q 1 y rri G 0. We
see that c is again non-negative.
To see the first half of Proposition 0.2 is true, note that when n F r q s
y 1 either i F r or n y i q 1 F s. We can then apply Corollary 1.6 and
 .Lemma 1.7. It remains to compute a n, i; r, s for n ) r q s y 1. We will
develop the general formula in the next section.
2
 .DEFINITION 2.1. A triangle T is a collection of real numbers T n, i
 .where n, i g Z and there exists n g Z such that T n, i s 0 unless0
  ..n G n and n F i F n. The sequence T n, i is the nth row of T. The0 0 i
first row whose elements are not all zero is called the initial row of T. We
 .say that the triangle T is increasing after row N when one has T n q 1, i
 .  .G T n, i q T n, i y 1 for n G N. We will also say that the triangle T is
 .  .  .stable after row N when one has T n q 1, i s T n, i q T n, i y 1 for
 .n G N. The triangle T is called completely increasing or completely stable
 .if T is increasing or stable respectively after the initial row.
n .  .For instance, the Pascal triangle P n, i s is a completely increasingi
and completely stable triangle whose initial row is the zeroth row. A more
 .important example is the triangle a n, i; r, s if we fix r and s. This
triangle has the first row as its initial row.
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LEMMA 2.2. Suppose gi¨ en a triangle T and a fixed integer N. Then
nyN
n y NT n , i s T N , i y k .  .  /k
ks0
n nym
q T m , i y k y T m y 1, i y k .  . 
msNq1 ks0
n y myT m y 1, i y k y 1 2.1 .  . /k
for all n G N.
Proof. We will prove this lemma by induction on n. The statement
holds obviously when n s N. Now we assume the induction hypothesis for
X .  .  .  .n y 1. We will write T m, j s T m, j y T m y 1, j y T m y 1, j y 1
to shorten terminology. Thus
n y nXT n , i s T n y 1, i q T n y 1, i y 1 q T n , i .  .  .  .  /0
ny1yN
n y 1 y Ns T N , i y k .  /k
ks0
ny1 ny1ym
n y 1 y mXq T m , i y k .   /k
msNq1 ks0
ny1yN
n y N y 1q T N , i y 1 y k .  /k
ks0
ny1 ny1ym
n y m y 1Xq T m , i y 1 y k .   /k
msNq1 ks0
n y nXq T n , i .  /0
nyN
n y Ns T N , i y k .  /k
ks0
ny1 nym
n y m n y nX Xq T m , i y k q T n , i .  .   /  /k 0
msNq1 ks0
nyN
n y Ns T N , i y k .  /k
ks0
n nym
n y mXq T m , i y k . .   /k
msNq1 ks0
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 . nyN COROLLARY 2.3. If T is stable after row N then T n, i s  T N, i yks0
n y N. .k holds for all n G N. Con¨ersely, if T is a triangle which is increasingk
 . nyN after row N and if there exists M G N such that T n, i s  T N, i yks0
n y N. .k holds for all n G M then T is also stable after row N.k
In particular, if two completely increasing triangles agree at row N and after
row M for some M G N and if one of the triangles is stable after row N then so
is the other.
Proof. The first statement is obvious. For the second statement, notice
that since T is increasing after row N, each summand in the second term
 .of 2.1 is nonnegative. For the hypothesis to be true, we should have
 .  .  .T m, i y k y T m y 1, i y k y T m y 1, i y k y 1 s 0 for all m G N
q 1 and for all i and k. Hence T is stable after row N.
 .LEMMA 2.4. Fix r and s. The triangle a n, i; r, s is completely increasing.
 .Proof. It is obvious that the first row of a n, i; r, s is its initial row. Let
 .n G 1 and let D be the n q 1 = r = s cubical array in general position.
Then
a n q 1, i; r , s .
s rank Anq1 D , D , . . . , D , see Definition 1.2 .i 1 2 nq1
G rank Anq1 0, D , . . . , D .i 2 nq1
yAn D , . . . , D 0 .iy1 2 nq1s rank , see 1.1 .n /0 A D , . . . , D .i 2 nq1
s a n , i y 1; r , s q a n , i ; r , s . .  .
DEFINITION 2.5. Let N G rs. Define Dn to be the cubical array D withr s
D s en .jk jqky1. r
We have the following important lemma.
 . n n .LEMMA 2.6. If n G rs then a n, i; r, s s rank A D . In particular,i r s
 .  .  .this implies that a n q 1, i; r, s s a n, i; r, s q a n, i y 1; r, s for n G rs.
 .In other words, the triangle a n, i; r, s is stable after row rs.
Proof. Let D be the n = r = s cubical array in general position and
assume n G rs. Let DX be the n = r = s cubical array obtained by doing
n-operations to D so that the n = r matrix DX# has the identity matrix on1
the rows from row 1 to row r and zero elsewhere. We know that the rank
n X. Y Y Xof A D stays maximal. Let D be the cubical array with D# s D#i 1 1
and DY# , 2 F k F s, in the general position. The cubical array is morek
specialized than D, but still more generalized than DX. Hence the rank of
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n X. YA D is still maximal. We may assume D s D . Continue doing n-oper-i
ations so that the n = r matrix D# has the identity matrix on the rows2
from row r q 1 to row 2 r and zero elsewhere while the first layer still
retains its special form. Again, we may assume that D# and D# have1 2
the special form, while D# , 3 F k F s, are in general position. Continuek
doing so; it can be achieved that D# , 1 F k F s, has the identity matrixk
 .on the rows from row k y 1 r q 1 to row kr and zero elsewhere. Hence
the first half of the lemma is true.
 nq1.In particular, if n G rs we should have x kills M D , and hencenq1 r s
D is the zero matrix. Exchanging x and x , we may assume D s 0.nq1 1 nq1 1
The result now follows using the same argument as in Lemma 2.4.
 .Remark. The reader may notice that the triangle a n, i; r, s is stable
 .after row rs for a simpler reason. The dimension of Hom V, W over k isk
rs. Thus if n ) rs after a change of bases we may assume one of the linear
forms acts like 0 in which case the minimal free resolution comes from the
lower dimension via a mapping cone.
DEFINITION 2.7. An index diagram M is a matrix with non-negative
integer entries. We often need to consider a cubical array D with exactly
 .one non-zero entry, say the l th entry, in D for each pair j, k . In thisjk jk
 .situation we shall call the matrix l the index diagram of D.jk r=s
 .Conversely, given n and given an r = s index diagram M s l , we calljk
the n = r = s cubical array D with D s en the nth associated cubicaljk l jk
array of the index diagram M , which we denote by Dn .M
Looking closely at the proof of Lemma 1.5, we can see the main point is
the equality
r q s y 2a r q s y 1, i; r , s s q a r q s y 2, i; r , s y 1 .  . /i y 1
q a r q s y 2, i y 1; r y 1, s . 2.2 .  .
This equality suggests a way to find a basis for the column space of
n n .  .A D . Assume n G rs and write a s a n, i; r, s . We know that byi r s i
Lemma 2.6 the rank of the matrix associated with the cubical array
n n X s X with X s x e is a . This seems to be a terribler s jk jqky1. r jqky1. r i
choice of notation since the x are also used for the minimal generators for
the maximal ideal m. I am still using these because I am accustomed to
 .mentally picturing the matrix in the form of 1.1 . This is probably not a
very good reason but fortunately the x are algebraically independent over
w x .K in the polynomial ring K x , . . . , x . This says that one of the a -minors1 n i
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n . n .of A X is not zero. Hence we can pick a entries from A X such thati i i
no two of them lie on the same row or on the same column to form a
non-vanishing term to the corresponding a -minor. For instance, wheni
s s 1 we have
An X An x , 0, 0, . . . , 0 .  .i 11 i 1
n nA X A 0, x , 0, . . . , 0 .  .i 21 i 2nA X s s . . . .i . .. . 0  0n nA X A 0, . . . , 0, x , . . . , 0 .  .i r1 i r
n .We can choose all the x in A X , then we choose all the x that are1 i 11 2
choosable that is, not already on the same row or column as the ones
. n . n .already picked in A X , then all the choosable x in A X , and so on.i 21 3 i 31
This gives the term
ny rny1 . . x ??? x ,iyriy11 r
which is a non-vanishing term of the corresponding a -minor cf. Lemmai
.1.3 .
n . DEFINITION 2.8. For any n, r, and s, choose all the x in A X the1 i 11
 . n .. n . 1, 1 -block of A X , then choose all the choosable x in A X thei 2 i 21
 . n ..2, 1 -block of A X , and continue doing so until we have chosen all thei
n .   . n ..choosable x in A X the r, s -block of A X . Let the number ofr s i r s i
 .  .entries thus chosen be b n, i; r, s . We will call the b n, i; r, s columns
where the chosen elements belong to the standard columns of the matrix
n n .  n n . .A X and of A D after they are specialized .i r s i r s
More generally we can define the standard columns with respect to an
 .arbitrary index diagram. Suppose given an r = s index diagram M s l .jk
 .We choose in the 1, 1 -block the entries at the position of x inl11n .  .A x , . . . , x , then we choose in the 2, 1 -block all the choosable entriesi 1 n
at the position of x , and so on. The columns these chosen entries belongl21
to are called standard with respect to M.
Remark. By permuting the generators for the maximal ideal m it is
easy to see that as long as all the entries of an r = s index diagram M are
distinct, the number of the standard columns with respect to M is still
 .b n, i; r, s .
 .  .Let n G rs. Note that b n, i; r, s s a n, i; r, s when r s 1 or s s 1.
 . n .Note as well that in the b n, i; r, s -minor of A X containing thesei
chosen entries no other terms can cancel the term given by these entries.
 .  .This says that a n, i; r, s is at least b n, i; r, s and that the standard
n .columns of A X are linearly independent.i
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 .To compute b n, i; r, s , note that after choosing all the x in1
n n y 1 .   . .A x , . . . , x there are of them the rest of the chosen entriesi 1 n i y 1
ny1 .   . .come from A x , . . . , x with respect to j q k y 1 r ,i 1 n 1F jF r , 2 F k F s
ny1 .   . .and from A x , . . . , x with respect to j q k y 1 r .iy1 1 n 2 F jF r , 1F k F s
Hence
n y 1b n , i ; r , s s q b n y 1, i; r , s y 1 .  . /i y 1
q b n y 1, i y 1; r y 1, s 2.3 .  .
 .holds for n G rs. We now venture to give a formula for b n, i; r, s
LEMMA 2.9. Let n G rs. Then
nyrysq1
n y r y s q 1b n , i ; r , s s a r q s y 1, i y k ; r , s . 2.4 .  .  .  /k
ks0
 .  .Proof. When r s 1 or s s 1 we know that b n, i; r, s s a n, i; r, s .
 .Since in this case a n, i; r, s is stable after row r q s y 1 by Lemma 1.3,
the lemma follows from Corollary 2.3 with N s r q s y 1. We may assume
r, s G 2. First by applying Corollary 2.3 to the Pascal triangle we have
nyrysq1
n y 1 r q s y 2 n y r y s q 1s . 2.5 . /  /  /i y 1 i y k y 1 k
ks0
 .  .  .Now by induction on r q s and by using 2.3 , 2.2 , and 2.5 we have
nyrysq1
n y 1b n , i; r , s s q a r q s y 2, i y k ; r , s y 1 .  . /i y 1
ks0
=
n y r y s q 1 /k
nyrysq1
q a r q s y 2, i y k y 1; r y 1, s .
ks0
=
n y r y s q 1 /k
nyrysq1
n y r y s q 1s a r q s y 1, i y k ; r , s . .  /k
ks0
 .Of course, at this point b n, i; r, s is defined only for n G rs. But if we
 .  .  .use 2.4 to define b n, i; r, s for n G r q s y 1 and let b n, i; r, s s 0
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 .otherwise, Lemma 2.9 says that the triangle a n, i; r, s and the triangle
 .  .b n, i; r, s agree at row r q s y 1, and that the triangle b n, i; r, s is
stable after row r q s y 1. For the rest of the paper we will show that
 .  .a n, i; r, s s b n, i; r, s for n G rs. Corollary 2.3 tells us the stability
 .  .property of b n, i; r, s would force a n, i; r, s to be stable after row
 .r q s y 1, which is the second half of Proposition 0.2 see Corollary 2.14 .
To achieve this, we will show that for n G rs the standard columns of
n n . n n .A D span the column space of A D , but first we need to know howi r s i r s
to distinguish between standard and non-standard columns.
n .DEFINITION 2.10. The rows and columns of A x , . . . , x can be la-i 1 n
 .  4beled by i-element and i y 1 -element subsets s and t of 1, . . . , n ,n n
respectively. We will simply write s and t when n is understood. The
 .s, t -entry is non-zero if and only if t is a subset of s. In the row of s only
those x with l g s would appear, and in the column of t only those xl l
n .with l f t would appear. Denote by ¨ the column of t in A x , . . . , x .t i 1 n
 .We call an element in t a label index of ¨ .t
 . n n .Denote by ¨ l , . . . , l the corresponding column in A D where Mt 1 r i M 00
 .  . w x is the transpose of l , . . . , l . When M s l is given, we use ¨ k or1 r jk t M
w x.  . n n .simply ¨ k to denote the column ¨ l , . . . , l in A D .t t 1k r k i M
We will see that the positions of the label indices in the index diagram
will indicate if a column is standard or not.
Let M be the index diagram of Dn . Suppose r s 1. If k is a label index,r s
w xthen ¨ k s 0 is non-standard. We may assume k is not a label index. Ift
w x XX¨ k is non-standard, then a x is already chosen for some k - k. Sincet k
 4 Xx appears in the row of s where s s t j k , this implies k is a labelk
index. On the other hand, if kX is the smallest label index and kX - k, then
w X x Y XX Y¨ k is standard since no x with k - k lie in the same row ast j k4_k 4 k
w X x w xX X Xx . The fact that x in ¨ k lie in the same row as the x in ¨ kk k t j k4_k 4 k t
w x w xforces ¨ k to be non-standard. Hence ¨ k is non-standard if and only ift t
w xthe smallest label index of ¨ k is at most k. The situation is even moret
w xtransparent when s s 1. With a similar argument it is easy to see that ¨ 1t
is non-standard if and only if it is 0 if and only if 1, . . . , r are all label
indices. In both situations we can see the conditions in the following
definition are satisfied.
DEFINITION 2.11. We say the k -position of t is singular in a given0
index diagram if and only if
 .i there is at least one label index in each row of the index diagram,
and
 . ii the farthest left label index in each row they are called the
.principal label indices can only lie right below or to the right of the one in
the previous row, and cannot lie to the right of the k th column.0
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We will see that the principal label indices indicate what preempt the
column in question from becoming a standard column.
LEMMA 2.12. Let M be an r = s index diagram with distinct non-zero
w x n n .entries. The column ¨ k is non-standard in A D if and only if thet 0 i M
k -position of t is singular in the index diagram M.0
 4Proof. We will write t y 1 s t y 1 : t g t .
 .Let M s l . We will prove this lemma by induction on r q s. Withjk r=s
some minor modification the argument above works for the case r or
w xs s 1. Hence we may assume r, s G 2. For k F s, the column ¨ k is0 t 0
n n . w x n n .Xnon-standard in A D if and only if ¨ k is non-standard in A Di M t 0 i M
X  .where M s l . Thus we may assume k s s ) 1. Since we mayjk r=k 00
permute the minimal generators in the maximal ideal, we may assume
l s 1.11
 .Suppose 1 is not a label index. Since l / 1, by 1.1 we havejs
ny 10 . iy 1
¨ l s .t jsn  0¨ l y 1 .ty1. jsny 1
w x w xfor each j. One can see that ¨ s is non-standard if and only if ¨ s y 1t ty1.
ny1 ny1.  .is non-standard in A D with M s l y 1 . This hap-i M 1 j, kq1 r= sy1.1
 . pens if and only if the s y 1 -position of t y 1 is singular in M by1
.induction if and only if the s-position of t is singular in M.
 .If 1 is a label index, then by 1.1 again we have
¨ l y 1 .t _14y1. jsny 1¨ l s .t js ny 1n 0 . / i
w xfor each j. Again, one can see that ¨ s is non-standard if and only ift
w x ny1 ny1.  .¨ s is non-standard in A D with M s l y 1 .t _14y1. iy1 M 2 jq1, k  ry1.=s2
 4By induction this happens if and only if the s-position of t_ 1 y 1 is
singular in M if and only if the s-position of t is singular in M.2
We devote Section 3 to prove the following proposition.
n n .PROPOSITION 2.13. Let n G rs. The standard columns of A D span thei r s
n n .  .  .column space of A D . Hence b n, i; r, s s a n, i; r, s for n G rs.i r s
The following is the second half of Proposition 0.2.
 .COROLLARY 2.14. For n G r q s y 1 we ha¨e a n q 1, i; r, s s
 .  .  .a n, i; r, s q a n, i y 1; r, s . In other words, the triangle a n, i; r, s is
stable after row r q s y 1.
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 .Proof. By Proposition 2.13, the triangle a n, i; r, s and the triangle
 .b n, i; r, s agree after row rs, and by Lemma 2.9 agree at row r q s y 1.
The lemma now follows Corollary 2.3.
3
We will prove Proposition 2.13 by induction on r q s. We know this
result is true when r or s s 1, so we may assume r, s G 2. By induction
w x n n .¨ k is in the space spanned by the standard columns of A D for all tt i r s
w xand k - s. It suffices to check only the non-standard columns ¨ s .t
If i F r then by Definition 2.10 and Lemma 2.12, all the columns of
n n .A D are standard. We may assume i G r q 1. We first concentrate oni r s
the case i s r q 1. In this situation there are exactly r label indices, so for
a nonstandard column there is exactly one label index in each row of the
index diagram.
 .DEFINITION 3.1. Suppose given an r = s index diagram M s l withjk
 4distinct non-zero entries and given t s t , . . . , t such that in each row of1 r
w xM there is exactly one element of t. Define t to be the sequence
w x  4k , . . . , k such that l , . . . , l s t.1 r 1k r k1 r
w xBy consulting the index diagram one can easily recover t from t and
w xvice versa. The set t gives the actual label indices, but the sequence t
gives the ``addresses'' of the label indices in the index diagram. With this
notation we can see that the k-position of t is singular if and only if
k F k ??? F k F k.1 2 r
n .We describe the sign of x in the ¨ of A x , . . . , x . If l g t then xl t i 1 n l
does not appear in this column at all. But if l f t then by our construction
in Section 1, the sign is positive if and only if the number of the label
indices less than t is even:
 .DEFINITION 3.2. Suppose given the index diagram M s l . Definejk
w x  .  .¨ j , k to be ¨ l , the corresponding column in the j , k -block oft 0 0 t j k 0 00 0n n .A D .i M
With this definition, we have
w x¨ 1, kt 0
..w x¨ k s .t 0 . 0w x¨ r , kt 0
Let M be an index diagram with distinct non-zero entries. Suppose t is
w x w x w xsuch that t s k , . . . , k . Then ¨ j , k s 0 if and only if k s k .1 r t 0 0 j 00
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w xWhen k / k the column vector ¨ j , k has exactly one non-zero entryj 0 t 0 00
1 or y1. When M s Dn , the sign is positive if and only if the number of jr s
such that k - k or k s k with j - j is even.j 0 j 0 0
w x w xDEFINITION 3.3. Suppose t is such that t s k , . . . , k . Define p s p1 r t
g S to be such thatr
 .i k are non-decreasing, andp  j.
 .  .  .ii if k s k and j - j then p j - p j .j j 1 2 1 21 2
 .  .DEFINITION 3.4. Let k be a sequence. Define the absolute set of k ,i i
< . <  .denoted k , by disregarding the order in the sequence k whilei i
maintaining the frequency.
w x n  n .LEMMA 3.5. Suppose gi¨ en a non-standard column ¨ s in A Dt rq1 r s0w x w x  <w x < <w x <4with t s k , . . . , k . Let T s t : t , k s t , s . Then0 1 r k 0
s
w xsg p ¨ k s 0. 3.1 .  t t
ks1 tgTk
Proof. It suffice to check for each j with 1 F j F r one has0 0
s
w xsg p ¨ j , k s 0. 3.2 .  t t 0
ks1 tgTk
w x w x X X w xLet t s k , . . . , k g T and let k s k . If k s k then ¨ j , k s 0.1 r k j t 00X X w X x wWe may assume k / k . Let t be such that t s k , . . . , k , k, k ,1 j y1 j q10 0x X XX X. . . , k . Notice that t g T . Write p and p for p and p , respectively.r k t t
w x w X xXBoth ¨ j , k and ¨ j , k have their respective unique non-zerot 0 t 0
X   . .entries at the row of t j t an r q 1 -element set . Let m be the number
of j such that k - k or k s k with j - j and let mX be the numberp  j. p  j. 0
of j such that k X - kX or k X s kX with j - j . Thenp  j. p  j. 0
w x X X w X xsg p ¨ j , k q sg p ¨ j , kt 0 t 0
X trm mXs 0, . . . , sg p y1 q sg p y1 , . . . , 0 . .  . .
We might as well assume k - kX. We should have m - mX and
k X F ??? F k X s k F ??? F k Xp 1. p mq1. p  r .
X Xk F ??? F k s k F ??? F k ,p 1. p m . p  r .
 . X . X  . X .where p j s p j for 1 F j F m and m q 1 F j F r, p j s p j q 1
X X .  X.for m q 1 F j F m y 1 and p m q 1 s p m . One can check that
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 .mXym y1 X w x X w X xXsg p s y1 sg p . Hence sg p ¨ j , k q sg p ¨ j , k s 0. Thet 0 t 0
 .terms of the left-hand side of 3.2 are either 0 or can be paired up this
 .way. Hence the Eq. 3.2 holds.
 . w xIn the left-hand side of 3.1 one can see that ¨ s is the onlyt 0
non-standard column in the sth column-block since the position of any
w xother t g T is non-singular. Hence by induction we have that ¨ s is thes t 0n  n .space spanned by the standard columns of A D . Next we look at therq1 r s
general case i G r q 1.
w x n n .Take a non-standard column ¨ s in A D . Let t be the set oft i r s 01
principal label indices of t . Let u s t y t . By Lemma 2.12 we have1 1 0
w x n  n .  .¨ s is a non-standard column in A D . Hence 3.1 is true using thet rq1 r s0
notation in Lemma 3.5.
  ..Let denote retaining only the rows in 3.1 that are labeled by an
 .r q 1 -element set not intersecting u. Then we still have
s s
w x w xsg p ¨ k s sg p ¨ k s 0. 3.3 .   t t t t
ks1 tgT ks1 tgTk k
tlusB
n n .It follows that in A Di r s
s
w xsg p ¨ k s 0 3.4 .  t t j u
ks1 tgTk
tlusB
 .since in the left-hand side of 3.4 the row of s not containing u is zero and
 .the row of s containing u is the same as the row of s y u in 3.3 .
 . w xIn the left-hand side of 3.4 one of the terms is ¨ s and it is the onlyt1 n n .non-standard column in the sth column-block of A D . Hence byi r s
w xinduction we have that ¨ s is in the space spanned by the standardt1n n .columns of A D . The proof of Proposition 2.13 is now complete.i r s
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